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Historical Note:

McDonald County stated their intent to secede from the state of Missouri after an error by the Missouri State Highway Commission. In their annual Family Vacationland Map, Noel, Pineville, and Southwest City in McDonald County were left off the map, which impacted their tourist business. To make a point and garner tourist attention, town leaders and residents created the McDonald Territory with the city of Noel serving as the capital. The new ‘territory’ formed a territorial government and a militia was raised. The publicity surrounding the ‘secession’ created a boom in tourist and media attention.

The publicity stunts included citizens dressed in Civil War era/wild west attire and staged a war in Noel. Also, there was a land run in April 1961 and territorial boundary signage put in place. The new ‘territory’ even wrote to the Arkansas state government about joining the state as the state’s new ‘boothel’ county. They also established an embassy in the town of Joplin located in Jasper County.

Z.L. ‘Zeke’ McGowan, a retired local electrician and owner of Hillbilly Gifts store in Noel, spearheaded much of the propaganda surrounding the ‘secession’ and was eventually elected provisional president of the new ‘territory.’

Arrangement:

The collection has been arranged into the following four series:

Newspaper Articles
Correspondence
Scholarly Articles
Map

Scope and Content Note:

Newspaper Articles

This series contains photocopied articles from 1961 to 1962 pertaining to McDonald County’s ‘secession.’ Many of the newspaper articles deal with the differing propaganda campaigns orchestrated throughout the county during 1961, much of which was led by McGowen and his ‘government.’

Correspondence

This series consists of photocopied letters from David Burleson, Arkansas State Representative from Washington County, to Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus and Z.L. McGowan in regards to Arkansas annexing McDonald County. The other letter is from representatives of the Chamber of Commerce in Joplin, Missouri, about establishing an embassy for McDonald Territory in Joplin. There is also a copy of a McDonald Territory Visa and Senate Resolution No. 51 from McDonald County that states their intent to secede.
Scholarly Articles

This series contains articles about the secession from 2011 and 2015. These summarize what occurred in McDonald County in 1961.

Map

This series contains an original 1961 Missouri Map put out by the State Highway Commission, in which the city of Noel is omitted.
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